Elegant and infinitely flexible, Swell is a modular LED lighting system designed to seamlessly blend the line between indoor and outdoor lighting. Swell can be suspended individually, as a chandelier or as inter-connectable shade strings to perfectly complement residential, commercial, lounge and hospitality settings alike.

**DESIGNER**
Pablo Studios 2015

**MATERIALS**
- Aluminum socket
- Anodized aluminum shade
- Aluminum check-ring
- Steel canopy
- PVC cord
- Stainless steel cable (string only)

**FEATURES**
- Fully dimmable
- For indoor or outdoor use
- Damp rated
- Interchangeable shades
- Interconnectable sockets (string only)
- Custom cord lengths available upon request

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Voltage: 120V or 240V 60Hz
- Power Consumption: 14.5W
- Color Temperature: 2700K
- Luminosity: 800 Lumens
- Color Rendition Index: 82 CRI
- 40K Hour lifespan
- Swell Single cord length: 10ft
- Vertical mounting kit cable: 10ft (string only)
- Horizontal mounting kit cable 30ft (string only)
- Horizontal mounting kit supports 12 lamps MAX
- MAX interconnected 14.5W lamps: 34
- Ships with E26-2700K PAR LED bulbs
- Dark Sky compliant
- Title 20 compliant
- Certifications: ETL, RoHS
**DIMENSIONS**

**SWELL SINGLE**

- **75**" (19cm)
- **10**" (25cm) MAX
- **14**" (36cm)
- **8**" (20cm) NARROW

**SWELL STRING 3 MIXED WITH VERTICAL CABLE**

- **10**" (305cm) MAX
- **22"-28"** (56-71cm)

**SWELL STRING 3 MIXED WITH HORIZONTAL CABLE**

- **22"-28"** (56-71cm)
- **30**" (76cm) MAX

**SWELL STRING SINGLE**

- **10**" (305cm) MAX
- **22"-28"** (56-71cm)

**FINISH OPTIONS**

- White / Brass
- Black / Brass
- Brass / Brass